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Engagement and Co-creation
The vision for the wider Govan Graving Docks site has been informed by widespread consultation over the past two years 
and reflects broad support to bring the historic site back into use. The site extends to almost 22 acres, with the Category A 
listed Dry Docks taking up more than 50% of the total area. 

Most recently, the local community had an opportunity to review the overall regeneration vision for the Govan Graving 
Docks site at two non statutory community drop-in-sessions, held on the 16th and 17th June 2022. Over both days, we 
welcomed a total of 120 people with an interest in the proposals including local Govan residents, interested members of 
the public, political stakeholders, chairs of the local community councils, representatives from a number of local/national 
organisations such as the Architectural Heritage Fund, the Green Action Trust, Scottish Enterprise and pupils from St. 
Saviour’s Primary School.   

There was generally a positive and supportive response to the overall regeneration vision and the ambition of the project. 

The attendees highlighted the importance of addressing current issues such as a lack of public access to the waterfront, 
decay of the historical features and antisocial behaviour. They also noted the importance of considering the habitats 
already on site, provision of mixed use and retail amenities on site and retaining the existing community and recreational 
uses open to the wider public. There was an eagerness to see further detail on the residential part of the wider Govan 
Graving Docks regeneration vision, which is the subject of today’s statutory consultation event.

The proposals for the residential part of the wider Govan Graving Docks regeneration vision have been developed to 
incorporate this early feedback.

• Retail and mixed use amenities will be added at the ground level of the Central Block. 
• Generous cut throughs at the ground level of the Govan Road buildings will be added to provide and help maintain views 

through buildings across the listed dock structures. 
• New public open space will be created on Govan Road, with a bridge crossing reinstated across the middle of Dock 3 on 

the line of historic ‘mid’ dock gates, connecting Govan Road with the Clyde Walkway (east to west pedestrian and cycle 
route between docks 2 and 3). 

• New public bridge access will be created at the end of Dock 3, across the top of the existing dock gates, providing further 
access and permeability between Govan Road and the site.

• The proposals address technical aspects such as flooding, and are designed to address policy requirements for cycle 
parking, car parking, amenity, sustainability credentials, accessibility and permeability, taking a placemaking approach 
to design.

Site walk-arounds have and will continue to be organised with local stakeholders to get a better understanding of people’s 
views and ideas, and how they can be addressed as part of this project. If you would like further information about the site 
walk-arounds, please get in touch, we would love to hear from you.
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Welcome to this statutory consultation event for the residential part of the wider Govan Graving Docks regeneration vision.

Having lain derelict for almost 40 years, Govan Graving Docks are at the centre of ambitious plans to create a new, vibrant 
mixed-use neighbourhood.  The development is being led by New City Vision Group Holdings Limited, working closely with a 
range of partners, who are enthused about creating a new economically robust neighbourhood which will contribute to the 
local and city-wide economy. The new proposals encourage a bold and imaginative balance between creating new homes, 
preserving, repairing, and reopening the docks for historical ship repairing, while inviting other exciting and compatible 
uses.

This statutory consultation event relates specifically to the proposed creation of new homes along the limited southern 
part of the Govan Graving Docks site, with the formal Proposal of Application Notice (PoAN) being submitted to Glasgow City 
Council on 6th July 2022, triggering the start of the minimum statutory 12 week pre-application consultation period.

Govan, its community, and local stakeholders, must be at the heart of this process, and we are keen to hear your views and 

ideas. We would welcome any feedback you may have on the proposed new homes which form part of the wider vision for 
the Govan Graving Docks site, as we move towards submitting an application for planning permission in December 2022. 
 
A project website has been created at www.govangravingdocks.com where you can review today’s boards in more detail and 
provide feedback. Further information on the wider Govan Graving Docks site is also available on the web page. 

A follow up consultation event will take place in person on 6th October and online on 11th October to discuss how the initial 
feedback has been taken on board in the development of the  proposal. The overall deadline for submission of feedback to 
the project design team is 8th November 2022.

This consultation is a pre-application event and any comments received by the applicant are not representations to 
the planning authority. If a planning application is subsequently submitted to Glasgow City Council, statutory neighbour 
notification and publicity will be undertaken at that time and you will have the opportunity to make formal representations 
regarding the proposed development.

Welcome
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The proposal will create new homes that will ensure the future of the docks as an important heritage asset in Govan. 

Restoring and understanding the history of the Govan Graving Docks is a central focus of the development of the residential 
proposals, and overall regeneration vision for the site, which prioritises opening up the site to the city through the creation 
of a Heritage Park.  

The Heritage Park has two main objectives, the preservation and repair of the archaeological carpet of the docks as a 
heritage asset and park, and the connectivity of the River Clyde public walkway across the site linking Govan with the City 
centre.

The conservation of the docks will underpin a landscaping approach to the public realm, and it is envisaged that the 
Heritage Park will act as a canvas for heritage and interpretation opportunities.

The docks will be conceived as a live museum, or archive of industrial maritime culture, while creating new public open 
space and residential amenity space as part of the wider vision for the site.

The residential proposal will:
• Reinstate  the historic urban block patterns following the historic relationship between residential and industrial 

buildings
• Reinforce east to west Clyde Walkway following old Main Street route
• Support the restoration of the Category A listed Graving Docks and other listed features
• Keep the tidal basin for water compatible uses 
• Support the opening up of the entire docks and basin to public access
• Re-activate the streetscape on Govan Road 
• Create routes and views through the new buildings, by way of large openings and public open spaces at ground floor level
• Create new public spaces and squares at points of connectivity across the dock

Throughout the development people will never be far from a piece of the site’s history - be that the restored Category A 
listed  docks themselves or elements like capstans, caisson dock gates and bridges. The images below highlight some of 
these key heritage features.

Stairs and slides with graffiti Dock caisson and gate walkwaysCapstans Pumphouse with graffiti

Category A listedDocks in their current conditionGovan Graving Docks in 1988
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River Clyde SDF   20 

Strategic Improvements in the Quality Active Travel 
Network 

National Railway Line/Station 

Subway Line / Station 

Major Road with Bus Route 

Vacant and Derelict Land and Surface Car Parking 
(including Vacant land) which has significant impact 
on the landscape quality and permeability.   

Key public transport node  - maximise pedestrian 
connection to and from the Riverfront 

 

Yorkhill Quay, SEC West. 

Topography and existing transport 
infrastructure have created dislocation and 
impacted on the experiential qualities for the 
pedestrian and cyclist. The location is poorly 
served by public transport.  

 Restore a continuous quayside path and  
river green corridor.  

 Explore options to soften the impact of the 
expressway in terms of physical, 
environmental and cognitive impact 

 Maximise pedestrian connections 
northwards towards Yorkhill and build in to 
the future Yorkhill Campus masterplan.  

City Centre/ Lancefield Quay / Anderston 

The managed change from an industrial zone to a mixed 
use area will provide the opportunity to foster an 
environment which supports and encourages active travel 
between the City Centre, Cranstonhill, the SEC and Pacific 
Quay. Key to this will be the resolution of the significant 
impediments to pedestrian and active travel movement 
as the district is encircled by cognitive barriers.  

 Unite the city centre and the riverside;  

 create a permeable townscape with breaks in large 
blocks 

 Explore options for a  pedestrian link between 
Lancefield quay and Springfield quay;  

 Reconnect the quayside with neighbourhoods  

 Re structuring  / re design of Anderston Cross/ 
Junction 19 under the Kingston Bridge to create a 
legible link to key destinations.   

Water Row, The Mouth of the Kelvin and 
Meadowside Quay. 

This is a key pivot point which links Govan, Partick 
and the Riverside Museum as well as being a key 
node on the cognitive map of the river.  

Future development of these sites which ensures 
three way pedestrian connectivity will be a major 
catalyst for the wider regeneration of the River 
Corridor and beyond.  

 New pedestrian links across the Clyde and the 
Kelvin. 

Re-establish a continuous quayside 
connection at Kingston Quay—provide a more 
generous allocation of pedestrian space. 

Improve urban environment to facilitate 
pedestrian and cycle uses. 

Integrated Connectivity Strategy 

Aim: To create a human scale, 
liveable, permeable town/landscape 
that facilitates walking, cycling and 
other active pursuits.  

The River Corridor is well served by 
frequent and fast public transport 
options. The SDF aims to maximise 
these resources by improving the 
pedestrian connections between 
these nodes and the riverfront. 

Cessnock and Pacific Quay 

Re-establish a continuous quayside connection 
with Mavisbank Quay and Springfield Quay 

Create a legible pedestrian link with Cessnock 
Subway Station 
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Policy Review

Conservation and Repair, Homes and Community

A review of policy and local project information which makes specific reference to the Govan Graving Docks has been 
undertaken and will remain ongoing as the team develop proposals. Information gathering from these various sources 
allowed the project team to establish the current ambitions for the Graving Docks site within a city context but also a local 
community context, with key documents noted below.

City Development Plan (2017)
The site forms part of Glasgow City Council’s Housing Land Supply within the City Development Plan (2017). 

Although the entirety of the site is allocated for this use within the City Development Plan, only the southern most areas 
along Govan Road and Clydebrae Street are now proposed for housing. These development areas, which are highlighted 
on the site plan on our ‘welcome’ board, have emerged through detailed technical analysis, particularly from a flooding and 
heritage & townscape perspective. 

Clyde Mission and National Planning Framework 4
The Govan Graving Docks site forms part of the “Clyde Mission” and the draft National Planning Framework 4 (NPF 4) 
designates this as a National Development, where the development of the site is supported in principle.  The purpose of the 
Clyde Mission is to repurpose and reinvigorate vacant and derelict land whilst supporting local living and adapting the area 
to the impacts of climate change, where nature-based solutions would be particularly supported.

River Clyde Strategic Development Framework (2020) 
As reflected in the proposed development, the River Clyde Strategic Development Framework (2020) seeks to realise the 
potential of the River and unlock development, whilst supporting a higher density and mixture of uses to bring people back 
to the River.
 
Design work is currently ongoing to ensure that the proposed new homes will meet the detailed design requirements 
outlined within the City Development Plan (2017) and in discussions with Glasgow City Council. 

 

R I V E R  C LY D E  2 0 5 0  
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The proposal for the residential aspect of the overall regeneration vision has been informed by in depth research, site 
investigation and analysis of place, which has given the project team an understanding of the location, existing uses, 
physical, social and economic contexts within which the site exists. This understanding is continually evolving and will 
continue to evolve.

We have thought about and considered each of the different elements of a placemaking strategy, set out in ‘SG1 - The 
Placemaking Principle Part 1’ to help set out an urban design strategy for the residential part of the overall regeneration 
vision for the Govan Graving Docks site.  
The following diagrams describe the basis for the proposed Urban Design Strategy and  proposal, alongside site 
photographs. 

Reconfigure 
New homes will reconfigure existing weak site edge conditions and bring defined street frontages improving quality of streetscape, and creating 
overlooking and activation.

Existing Govan Rd edge

Govan Graving Docks in current condition

Existing Basin edge Existing Basin edge

Basin in current condition Listed features in current condition

Reactivate
New residential buildings will reinforce and animate new pedestrian and cycling routes which will strengthen connections between surrounding 
sites on the river front.  The residential buildings will create new public open space and a permeable edge to Govan Road, creating new links 
down to the Category A listed docks and Heritage Park at multiple points. 

Placemaking Urban Design Strategy, Homes and Community

535 Govan Rd

Reinvent
New homes and community will transform and activate this vacant and derelict site,  alongside a rich variety of mixed uses which sit as part of 
the wider regeneration vision. 

Refine
New residential buildings will reinforce the Category A listed dock geometries and edges. New bridge connections across dock three, and 
Highland Lane, a new route to the River will create access to the water, permeability and reinstate historic routes. 
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Public open space and steps down to Dock 3 at the west end of Govan Road at the Stag Street junction

Public square, access to the docks, landscaped ramp down to the Basin continues the Clyde Walkway east to west across the site, and start of 
Highland Lane pier can be seen at base of central building

Public open space and steps down to new bridge crossing at the head of Dock 3 (east end of Govan Road)

New, generous public open space breaks Govan Road buildings with views through and across docks. Access down to Dock 3 at various points 
along Govan Road connecting to new footbridge across Dock 3 connecting to Clyde Walkway

Govan Graving Docks regeneration vision plan - Homes and Community                          PoAN boundary residential application - 
red line

Having lain derelict for almost 40 years, Govan Graving Docks are at the centre of ambitious plans to create a new, vibrant 
mixed-use neighbourhood.  The proposals for the residential element of the wider regeneration vision, which is the focus 
of this statutory consultation event, will create up to 300 new homes which track the southern edge of the Govan Graving 
Docks site, taking up less than 20% of the overall site area. 

New homes will be accessed from Govan Road and Clydebrae Street, creating active frontages and an extension of the 
Govan community on to the site. Secondary access from the dockside and basin will reinforce and help to define the Clyde 
Walkway, a key east to west pedestrian and cycle route connecting Govan (and the new Govan-Partick bridge) to the city 
centre via a new bridge across to the Science Centre complex.

Taking on board early feedback, the proposed buildings will be broken to allow views through to the docks from Govan Road 
and Clydebrae Street, and allow views from the docks back to Govan.  New public open spaces, shown in the sketches below, 
will be created along the length of Govan Road and in the heart of the site a new square will be formed.

These design moves will bring people back to the water and create connection with the River Clyde, with the added 
benefit of new homes providing overlooking and activity. The initial proposals respond directly to technical constraints, 
with a focus on flooding and heritage and townscape, and policy requirements for cycle parking, car parking, amenity, 
sustainability credentials, accessibility and permeability will be addressed, taking a placemaking approach to design. 

Regeneration Vision, Homes and Community 
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Design Ideas
The above diagrams describe initial design ideas for the 
new homes which will be located on Clydebrae Street, 
around the basin edge. Key as follows:

1. Existing site
2. Key site geometries define building footprint; including 

the edge of the existing Napier Drive Housing and the 
edge of Highland Lane

3. New pedestrian and cycle route follow basin edge and 
connect down to the Heritage Park between dock 2 and 
3

4. Building forms re-reinforce key routes and provide 
active frontages overlooking them

5. New square created at the corner of the site acting as 
a ‘gateway’ to Highland lane, the Heritage Park, and the 
wider site

6. Building heights respond to the context and create 
landmarks within the townscape at appropriate points

Building Character
The adjacent images begin to describe the proposed 
character of the new homes and landscaping around the 
basin. 

• Raised semi-private amenity space on first floor above 
the car parking deck

• Facade elements stepping in and out to provide a 
canopy in front of entrances, tucked in car parking 
spaces and balconies on upper levels

• Strips of planting in front of ground floor flats providing 
privacy 

• Active ground floor level with mixed use amenities 
facing onto the central square

• Robust materials drawing from industrial heritage
• Cycle parking, parking, amenity, sustainability 

credentials, accessibility will address policy 
requirements

Clydebrae Street Cross Section
The below section shows the proposed Clydebrae Street 
homes in context with key flood levels noted.

1 3

5

2

4 6

Design Ideas and Process, Clydebrae Street

6.860m
Clydebrae Street

Clydebrae Street Clydebrae Street Housing Basin Build-out Basin

4.880m - 1 in 200 years (limit of functional flood plain )
5.590m - 1 in 200 years + climate change
5.790m - 1 in 500 years + climate change + freeboard

0.000m - Ordnance Datum

6.690m
Residential Ground Floor
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7.690m
Govan Road

0.
8m

Govan Road Govan Road Dock No.3 Heritage Park

4.880m - 1 in 200 years (limit of functional floodplain)

5.590m - 1 in 200 years + climate change
5.790m - 1 in 500 years + climate change + freeboard

0.000m - Ordnance Datum

8.490m
Residential Ground Floor

Elevation to dockside will 
be developed taking a 

placemaking approach   

5.590m
Car Parking Level

Design Ideas and Process, Govan Road

Design Ideas
The above diagrams describe initial design ideas for the 
new homes which will be located along Govan Road. Key as 
follows:
1. Front doors on to Govan Road re-activate the edge 

of Govan Road, defining the street, while secondary 
entrances from Dock 3 re-active the dockside 

2. Base/bottom of building set back from dock edge and 
heritage features

3. Buildings pick up on horizontality of docks
4. Block structure defined by form of Dock No.3, blocks 

create key open spaces at points of connectivity
5. Frontages to Govan Road re-activate the streetscape
6. Punctured routes are formed at ground floor level, 

providing routes and views through the blocks. Taller 
elements pop up the ends of the blocks creating 
landmarks within the townscape

Building Character
The Govan Road buildings will draw on the surrounding 
context and historic industrial context. The adjacent 
images show robust quayside and waterfront buildings on 
post industrial land, and begin to describe the proposed 
character of the new homes and landscaping on Govan 
Road.

• Robust design of quayside buildings 
• Repeated undulating forms taking clues from nearby 

residential tenement blocks 
• Balconies facing south and north overlooking the Docks 
• Communal roof terraces
• Arcades and passageways on the ground floor, and 

generous well designed public open space making visual 
links from Govan Road to the docks. 

• Permeability and connections to docks along Govan 
Road

• Cycle parking, parking, amenity, sustainability 
credentials, accessibility will address policy 
requirements

Govan Road Cross Section
The below section shows the proposed Govan Road homes 
in context with key flood levels noted.

3

5

2

4 6
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Regeneration Vision, Homes and Community 

Highland Lane PierThe PumphouseHeritage Park Homes and Community

New Homes

New Homes

Dry Dock No 1 Govan Wetlands

The historic Pumphouse will have an integral role in the 
development of Govan Graving Docks and plans are being 
drawn up on how best to bring the iconic building back to 
life.

The building flanks the oldest and most northerly Dock 
No1 on a land peninsula and Quayside area of cobbled and 
infilled made ground fronting onto the Clyde.

The Pumphouse, which is split over two levels, has the 
potential to be a key cultural space for the local community, 
and we have an ambitious two-step plan to transform the 
building.

Preparatory work has begun on the building and various 
proposals are being considered for a temporary use of the 
Pumphouse, which we hope to provide more detail on in the 
coming months.

The intention is for basic repair work to be  carried out over 
the next few months.

Tracking the route of Highland Lane, a historic route to the 
river, a new raised walkway, or ‘urban pier’ is proposed to  
help to re-establish the site’s connection to the River Clyde 
and open up the site to the city. 

Picking up on conversations to date with the community, 
and local organisations,  the intention is for new, affordable 
workshop and making spaces to inhabit the pier structure, 
creating a unique and visually striking addition to the site.

The first phase of Highland Lane will track the residential 
planning application, with designs being developed over the 
next few months.

The Docks and Piers Trust has agreed an initial five-year 
lease on Dock No1 with New City Vision, and have secured a 
licence to operate the dock and bring the facility back into 
use for the repair and refurbishment of maritime vessels.
Feasibility studies to confirm that the dock can be brought 
back into use have already taken place and a licence has 
now been secured to operate Dock No1.

Dock No1, nearest the river, was the first built between 1869 
and 1875. It measures 168m long, 22m wide and 6.9m deep 
at high tide, which at the time was the deepest in Britain.

It is anticipated that the operational checks will be 
complete by the end of 2022. An application for planning 
permission to bring the dock back into use is to be 
submitted by the end of June 2022.

After planning permission has been granted, ship 
restoration work will commence.

This flagship project provides a once in a 
generation opportunity to create a vibrant and 
completely unique neighbourhood.

Situated along the southern edge of the site, 
a limited amount of housing will create new 
homes designed and built to complement the 
heritage of the surrounding area, providing 
a natural extension to the wider Govan 
community.

The new housing will provide high 
quality accommodation, resilient to the 
environmental conditions along the River 
Corridor, and complies with the highest 
environmental standards to provide low energy 
homes.

This statutory consultation event relates 
to the proposed creation of new homes 
along the limited southern part of the Govan 
Graving Docks site only. The formal Proposal 
of Application Notice (PoAN) was submitted 
to Glasgow City Council on 6th July 2022 and 
triggers the start of the minimum statutory 12-
week pre-application consultation period.

This project has two main objectives, the preservation 
and repair of the archaeological carpet of the docks as a 
heritage asset and park, and the connectivity of the River 
Clyde public walkway across the site linking Govan with the 
City centre.

The conservation of the docks will underpin a landscaping 
approach to the public realm, and it is envisaged that 
the Heritage Park will act as a canvas for heritage and 
interpretation opportunities.

The docks will be conceived as a live museum or archive of 
industrial maritime culture, while creating an important link 
between the new community amenity space for the project 
vision.

This aspect of the project will be developed and completed 
over the next ten years.

The Govan Wetlands Project has been developed by Blue 
Green Glasgow CIC in conjunction with (Glasgow City 
Council (GCC)), and other partners such as Strathclyde 
University. 

Within the land on the basin’s eastern side, the project 
was initially showcased to delegates during COP26 in 
Autumn last year. The derelict basin was regenerated into 
a ‘green and blue’ space and made accessible to the local 
community. 

The next stage is to progress plans for carbon capture and 
regenerative farming practices on the site. Blue Green 
Glasgow CIC is keen to get the local community more 
involved in the project and encourage wider access to the 
site, including the water around the basin.

This initial phase of this work is in progress and its 
integration into the wider regeneration vision will continue 
over the coming months.

Open public space

Punctured routes 
are formed at 
ground floor level, 
providing routes 
and views through 
the blocks 

Frontages to Govan 
Road re-activate 
the streetscape

Open public 
spaces at points of 
connectivity across 
the dock

Key public 
pedestrian routes 
provided around 
the Basin edge and 
connecting down to 
the dock landscape

New public square 
created at the 
corner of the site 
acting as a ‘gateway’ 
to Highland lane, 
The Graving Docks 
and the wider site


